Going to the Museum
We are going to the Museum.
A museum takes care of many things.
I can bring something that helps me feel safe and happy.
We will wear wristbands during our visit.

I don’t have to wear one if I don’t want to.
We will see lots of cool things during our visit.
Some things we can touch.
Some things we should look at, but not touch.
We can wave at Kodi the Bear.
We can play in the science area.
Sometimes the science area is loud, but we can take a break.
The history area looks like a town.
We can see things made a long time ago.
There are fun things to look at through the windows.
We can watch a movie in the theater.
The theater can be loud.
If it is too loud, we can ask the movie person to turn the sound down.
We might go upstairs to see the art.
There are lots of things we cannot touch upstairs.
We can go visit the train.
We can ring the train bell.
We can go inside the train cars.
In the train museum, there are old cars and boats.
We can look at the model trains.
Our visit is all done. Time to leave the museum. We will visit again another day.
If I want to watch videos about the Museum, I can visit:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPUYmwu12sQ32yQYUaPln(SKUWTfWMiqP}
If we have questions about our visit, we can reach out to education@emuseum.org